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DUKE POWER

April 2, 1991

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station
Docket No. 50-369, -370
Selectaa Licensee Commitments Manual

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.4 and 50.71, please find attached 7 copies of
Revision dated 3/91 to the McGuire Selected Licensee Commitments
Manual. The SLC Manual is Chapter 16.0 to the McGiire FSAR. This
manual is meant to contain commitments and other station issues that
we believe warrent high6i control, but are not appropriate in the
Technical Specifications (TS). Instead of being updated with the
annual FSAR Update, the SLC Manual will be updated as needed during
the year.

Very trul youre,

e E* \%
M.S. Tuckman

HAF/haf
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OUKE POWER

March 28, 1991

RE: McGuire Nuclear Station
Selected Licensee Commitments

Please ro*/ise your copy of the Selected Licensee Commitments
manual es follows:
Remove rhese pages Insert these pages

LOEP 1 LOEP 1
16.2-1 16.2-1
16.2-2 16.2-2

If you have any questions or probioms, I may be contacted
at (704) 373-7720.

R. L. Gill, Jr., Technical System Managar
,__,

i ; Regulatory Compliancef ,

'J jj / }
t %

By: Helen Froebe
Regulatory Compliance
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- (') McGuire Nuclear Station
'd- Selected Licensee Commitments
'

List of Effective Pages

Page Revision Date

Cover Letter

Selected Licensee
Commitment Tab

LOEP Tab

LOEP 1 03/91

LOEP 2 10/90

LOEP 3 10/90

L0EP 4 10/90

LOEP 5 10/90

LOEP 6 12/90

('^) LOEP 7 02/90
,J

Tab 16.0

16.0-1

16.0-2

16.1

16.1-1

Tab 16.2

16.2-1 03/91

16.2-2 03/91

16.2-3

16.2-4

Tab 16.3

16.3-1(,)
b/ Page 1 03/91
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' 16.2 ' APPLICABILITY

-

This section provides the general requirements applicable to each of the
Commitments and Testing Requirements _within Section 16.0, Selected Licensee

. Commitments.

16.2.1 This item defines the applicability of each specification in terms of
defined OPERATIONAL MODES or other specified conditions and is provided to
delineate specifically when each specification is applicable.

Compliance with the Commitments contained in the succeeding sections is required -

,

during the OPERATIONAL MODES or other conditions specified therein; except thatE

upon failure to meet the Comitment, the associated Remedial Actions shall be
met.

16.2.2_ This item defines those conditions necessary to constitute compliance
with the terms of an individual Commitment and associated Remedial Action.

Noncompliance with a Commitment shall exist when the requirements of Comitment
and associated Remedial Actions are not met within the specified time intervals.
If compliance with the Commitment is restored prior to expiration of the speci. '

fied time intervals, completion of the Remedial Actions is not required.

16.2.3 This item delineates the measures to be taken for those circumstances
not directly provided for in the Remedial Action statements and whose occur _rence
would violate the intent of a commitment.

When a Commitment is not met, except as provided in the associated Remedial
.

Actions, the Station Manager and/or the Responsible Group Superintendent Will
determine any-further actions.

16.2.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition shall
not-be made when the conditions for the Commitment are not met and the associ-
ated Remedial Action requires a shutdown if they are not met within a specified
time interval. Entry-into an OPERATIONAL MODE or specified condition may be
made in accordance with the Remedial Action requirements when conformance to
them-permits -continued operation of the facility for an unlimited period of
time. .This provision shall not prevent passage through or_to OPERATIONAL

_

MOCES as required to comply with-Remedial Action. requirements. Exceptions to~
these requirements are stated in the individual commitments.-

.
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16.2.5 This item delineates the applicability of each comitment to Unit 1
and Unit 2 operation.

Commitments including the associated Remedial Actions shall apply to each unit
individually unless _otherwise indicated as follows:

a. Whenever the Commitment refers to systems or components which are 1

shared by both units, the Remedial Actions will apply to both units
simultaneously. This will be indicated-in-the Remedial Actions;

b. Whenever the Commitment applies to only one unit,' this will be '

identified in the-APPLICABILITY section of the commitment; and

-c. Whenever certain-p'ortions of a commitment contain operating
parameters,-setpoints etc., which are different for each unit, this
will be identified in parentheses or footnotes. (For example,

. . . flow rate of 54,000 cfm (Unit 1) or 43,000 cfm (Unit 2)..."),"

:16,2.6 This. item provides that_ Testing Procedures are necessary to ensure the
commitments are met and will be performed during the OPERATIONAL MODES or other,

conditionsf for which the comitments are applicable. Provisions for additional'

Testing Procedures-to be performed without regard to the applicable OPERATIONAL
MODES or other conditions are provided in the individual Testing Procedures,
Testing _ Procedures for Special conditions need only be performed when the i
Special'Condi' tion is being utilized as-an exception to an individual commitment.

'

F

Testing Procedures'shall be performed during the OPERATIONAL MODES or other>

conditions-specified for individual commitment unless otherwise stated in an
individual Testing Procedure or-Reference,

16.2.7- This item provides allowable tolerances for performing testing
activities' beyont' those specified in the nominal testing frequency. The-

-tolerance'is necessary to provide operational flexibility because of scheduling
and performance considerations, The phrase "at least" associated with a testing
frequency dcas not negate this allowable tolerance value and permits the-
performance of more frequent surveillance activities.

Leach Testing Procedure _shall be performed on its specified frequency with.c
?maximum allowable extension not to exceed 50% of the test frequency.

; .

_

16,2,8 . This' item' sets forth the' criteria for determination of compliance with
!< the OPERABILITY-requirements of the commitment. Under this criteria, equipment,
L systems or components are assumed to be OPERABLE if the associated testing-
p, procedures have been satisfactorily performed within the specified test
T frequency. Nothing in this provision is to be construed as defining equipment,

- systcms or components OPERABLE, Cler, such items are found or known to be -
inoperable although still meeting the testing requirements.

;
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